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Pork

As pork plants continue to shut down, supplies will be limited 
especially on boneless products. Expect shortages.

Shrimp

Domestic shrimp producers try to unload inventory as the new 
season approaches.

Beef

COVID-19 is causing beef markets to rise and supplies to 
drastically drop as packers are being forced to reduce hours for 
labor. Expect some closures. 

Whole bird markets are down. Breasts and wing markets are 
up as production and demand is volatile. Foodservice has 
seen some higher demands this week in the market. Jumbo 
tenders are up due to foodservice promotions. Dark meat 
holds steady at the moment anticipating possible exports 
to China.

With such a large amount of supply and lack of demand for 
crude oil, there is pressure on all vegetable oils from a 
biofuels standpoint. We are seeing increased demand for 
soybeans and soybean oil to China, but not enough to 
cover historical demand. Late season snow and rain are 
likely to cause some delays in planting corn.

Retail interest in middle meats and end cuts is increasing. 
Interest for end cuts continues to be seen from retailers 
also, the buying is mostly to fill in and obtain supplies 
where they can fill shelves. The interest for middle meats 
has dramatically shifted, where product is available, 
foodservice is starting to participate. Ground beef continues 
to be firm and hard to find.

The cheese markets stabilized after declining for the last 
few weeks. Cheese inventories are still a growing concern. 
The butter market continues to decline due to the 
combination of an oversupply of cream in the market, as 
well as lethargic foodservice sales. Over the last 7 days all 
egg markets fell slightly and then plateaued.

Covid-19 has caused this industry to change quite rapidly. 
Packers continue to struggle with labor and having to 
reduce harvest numbers. Boneless butts will be limited in 
supply going forward, thus driving both markets higher at a 
rapid pace. Bone-in butts are also moving higher as 
demand is increasing. 

Shrimp markets are trending down as suppliers unload 
excess inventory due to new seasons and lackluster 
demand. Snow Crab season in Newfoundland has been 
delayed until May 11th. Lack of workers due to COVID-19 
restrictions are causing delays in new seasons of 
Newfoundland Snow crab and Canadian Lobster.
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Asparagus

Asparagus-Alert

Due to labor issues and moving regions, 
markets are active.

Markets remains high as demand 
exceeds supplies. We expect another 
two weeks of active markets and then 
they should settle as more domestic 
regions start to increase volume. 
Quality is fair.

Carrots

Suppliers continue to be at capacity, look to 
regional suppliers for help due to the 
current situation out of CA.

Avocados Broccoli & Cauliflower Lettuce and Leaf

US demand remains strong, keeping 
inventory fresh at the TX border, as 
well as CA. With the Cinco De Mayo 
pull starting this weekend, 
inventories should remain fresh into 
next week and markets should 
remain steady. Harvest volume is 
increasing in both Mexico and CA.

There is some discoloration and 
brown bead and oversizing in 
commodity crowns. Markets continue 
to be steady with supplies coming 
from CA.  For cauliflower quality is 
mostly fair to good with occasional 
bruising and mixed sizing. The jacket 
varies from poor to good trimming.  
Good supplies to meet all demand.

Supplies are good and markets are 
steady on leaf and romaine. For 
iceberg, supplies are decreasing due 
to strong demand.  Quality remains 
mixed on all leaf and iceberg due to 
changes in weather patterns going 
from cold/wet, to hot/dry and windy 
conditions.

Green Beans

Hot weather and winds are affecting FL 
production and supplies are short with 
Mexico production waning.

Peppers

Eggplant-Alert Celery Potatoes

Supplies continue to be limited from 
Florida and Mexico. Hot weather and 
winds impacting production in 
Florida and Mexico.

Quality is fair to good with occasional 
discoloration and ribbiness. As 
weather warms, we are watching for 
insect damage and pithiness. Issues 
with seeders are causing a decrease 
in overall yields from Oxnard, CA. We 
expect to see the markets react due 
to less availability in supplies.

Idaho markets are mostly steady with 
moderate to good demand. 
Washington markets have decreased 
and are expected to remain steady. 
Quality is good to very good.

Supplies are short as the weather has 
affected crops.

Garlic

Mix Berries Citrus-Limes Peppers-Alert

Supply remains low as increased demand is 
expected at the retail level leaving supplies 
on 30lb bulk very scarce.

Good supplies and improving quality 
on all mixed berries. For the months 
of May and June, expect good 
promotable volume on raspberries 
and blackberries. 

The lime crop is peaking (250ct, 
230ct, 200ct) with small fruit over the 
next few weeks. We expect to see 
markets increase for larger sizes and 
small fruit become more competitive. 

We expect markets on all peppers to 
remain strong the next 3 weeks. 
Mexico supplies are dwindling and 
should end in the upcoming weeks. 
Coachella is up and running with 
extremely high demand due to 
weather related conditions in FL and 
GA. Red bell supplies are tight overall 
from both mainland Mexico and Baja. 

Strawberry Citrus-Lemons Oranges Tomato

Conditions continue to improve out 
of CA.  There are some lingering 
quality issues; however, it should 
improve as we move into next week. 
The next three months should see 
good supply and promotable 
volumes on strawberries.

Quality is good. Demand has been 
good on lemons (mostly on larger 
retail sizes). Markets are up slightly. 
Oranges have been sizing up leaving 
fewer of the 88ct, 113ct and 138ct 
available. Markets are up 
considerably with good demand. 
Some packers are using Valencias to 
fill small orange orders.  

Demand is increasing with light 
supplies. Markets for round and Roma 
both east and west continue to 
strengthen. Meanwhile, grape and 
cherry markets remain stable.
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